Chamilo LMS - Bug #3469
Cant addanymore hotpotatoes to a course
22/05/2011 04:08 - Olivier CORRE

Status:

Bug resolved

Start date:

Priority:

Normal

Due date:

22/05/2011

Assignee:

% Done:

100%

Category:

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Target version:

1.8.8.2

Spent time:

0.00 hour

Complexity:

Normal

SCRUM pts complexity:

?

Description
1.8.8. Quota isnt reached. Same behavior in 1.8.7.1 BUT there is an error message indicating that no space is available.
Associated revisions
Revision 6a9b574e - 23/05/2011 13:22 - Julio Montoya
Fixing hotpotatoes course quota bug see #3469

History
#1 - 22/05/2011 13:17 - Olivier CORRE
I should mention that ONLY adding HP is affected.
#2 - 23/05/2011 13:15 - Julio Montoya
- Status changed from New to Assigned
- Assignee set to Julio Montoya
#3 - 23/05/2011 13:22 - Julio Montoya
- Status changed from Assigned to Needs more info
- Assignee deleted (Julio Montoya)
- % Done changed from 0 to 80
Fixed with
http://code.google.com/p/chamilo/source/detail?r=abeced35775044dc7afcff491d627a42fc6a8899&repo=classic
#4 - 23/05/2011 13:22 - Julio Montoya
- Target version set to 1.8.8.4
#5 - 23/05/2011 18:01 - Olivier CORRE
Seems to work.
#6 - 23/05/2011 18:37 - Olivier CORRE
quotas arent displayed properly at bottom of documents' page. not sure whether it is related. i hadnt noticed this line before (Vous utilisez
actuellement 91.77 Mo (18.4%) de votre espace de 500 Mo.)
#7 - 24/05/2011 02:35 - Andre Boivin
In exercice/hotpotatoes.php at line 88, change

$maxFilledSpace = 100000000; for 600000000

#8 - 25/05/2011 14:53 - Juan Carlos Raña Trabado
Anyway, we would add to the settings admin platform a edit value for Hotpotatoes maxFilled Space
#9 - 25/05/2011 15:33 - Julio Montoya
Andre Boivin wrote:
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In exercice/hotpotatoes.php at line 88, change

$maxFilledSpace = 100000000; for 600000000

the commit I sent above fix that
#10 - 26/05/2011 21:28 - Yannick Warnier
- Target version changed from 1.8.8.4 to 1.8.8.2
#11 - 27/05/2011 18:16 - Julio Montoya
Juan Carlos Raña wrote:
Anyway, we would add to the settings admin platform a edit value for Hotpotatoes maxFilled Space
It will be complicated to add a setting platform, because the "max fill space" will depend in the document max space quota and we will add some
tricky code to validate that. I think is fine right now.
#12 - 27/05/2011 21:59 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from Needs more info to Bug resolved
- % Done changed from 80 to 100
Please feel free to open a new feature request for the document quota thing :-)
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